
A TIME REVERSION OF MARKOV PROCESSES WITH KILLING

BY NOBUYUKI IKEDA, MASAO NAGASAWA AND KENITI SATO

Let X be a conservative Markov process, and Jf be another Markov process
obtained from X through killing by e~n, where φt is a continuous non-negative
additive functional of X. The purpose of this paper is to prove temporally homo-
geneous Markov property of the reversed process zt=Xζ-t of X from the killing
time ζ.υ

Hunt proved for Markov chain x3 that if ξ is the last exit time from a finite
sub-set, then Xς-3 has temporally homogeneous Markov property [1]. This result
stimulated us to consider more general reversed processes. The problems of finding
appropriate random times from which one can reverse the direction of time and
preserve temporally homogeneous Markov property, an extension of this paper, will
be discussed in another place by one of the authors. There the proof of Theorem
3. 6 will be simplified from a general point of view.

§ 1. Notations and assumptions.

We use the same terminologies and notations on Markov processes as in [3].
Let X=(xt, ζ, 5Vtί, Pa, θt) be a conservative Markov process satisfying Mι~M8 in
[3], and having the strong Feller property.2) The state space of X is denoted by
(E, £8). Let φt(ώ) be a continuous non-negative additive functional of X. We fix
X and φt throughout this paper and make two assumptions.

ASSUMPTION 1.1. There exist a o -finite measure m and a finite measurable
function p(t, a, b) of ί>0, a and beE, such that

1) Pa[xt€A] = { p(t, a, b)m(db) (t>0, AeS);
J A

2) p(t, a, b) is continuous as a function of b]

3) Fixed f >0, p(t, a, b) is bounded as a function of (a, b)]

4) Put
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1) The results of this paper were obtained in joint works at the Sixth Summer

Seminar of the Group of Probability and Statistics in 1961.
2) X is said to have the strong Feller property, if Ma[f(xt)]eC(E) for all feB(E) and
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then g«(a, b) is, as a function of a, α-harmonic in E\{b} (α>0).

ASSUMPTION 1.2. φt satisfies

(1.1) lim supMa[φt]=0^
1 1 0 a€E

and there exists a (/-finite measure n such that

(1.2) JfαΓί e-«s^s~|=f ga(a,b)n(db)<+™ (aeE, α>0).

Note that Assumption 1. 1 implies

(1. 3) C #f, α, b)m(db}p(s, b, c)=p(t+s, a, c).
JE

§2. Transition density of killed process.

Let X=(xt, ζ, 3ίU Pα, <?ί) denote the killed process of J*Γ by e~9* (e-«-subprocess).
We can and shall take ί satisfying Ms, M8, and

(2. 1) £αD&ζ-o exists |0<ζ<oo]=l.

LEMMA 2. 1. For

(2. 2) J

. Put Γί(ύ>)-= sup {5; ^s(ω)^/}, then r* is a Markov time, and we have

= f ^Jo

3) By 1) and the right continuity of paths, m is positive for any non-empty open set.
Hence, p(t, a, 6)^0 by virtue of 2), and g«(a, b) is defined ^

4) Put ^(ί?)=:Mα \ e~asdφs . Then u is α-excessive and (1.1) is equivalent to the

uniform convergence of limίjoMα[0-αί«(α?ί)]=#(#).
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Λoo

= \ e-sdsMa[χ{s<n}f(xt)]
Jo

= Ma\ \ e~sdsf(xt) I completing the proof.

Put

(2. 3) q(t, a, b)=p(t, a, ft)-Λfα|T p(t-s, x» b)<r* d

then q(t, a, b) is the transition density of X, precisely,

THEOREM 2. 2.

i) ( q(t, a, b)m(db)=Pa[xt*A\\
JA

ii) Q^q(t, a, V)^p(t, a, b);

iii) \ q(t, a, b)m(db)q(s, b, c) = Q(t+s, a, c);
JE

iv) For fixed (t, b\ q(t, a, b) is bounded continuous function of α;

v) For fixed (<z, )̂, q(t, a, b) is right continuous in />0;

vi) % has the strong Feller property.

Proof, i) Let /=χ^, then, using Lemma 2. 1, we have

ii) <?(Y, α, b)^p(t, a, b) is obvious. From i), q(t, a, b)^Q m-a.e. bεE. Since
Assumption 1. 1, 2) and definition (2. 3) imply that #(£, α, 6) is upper semi-continuous
in &, we have (̂ί, α, b)^0 for all

iii) (q(t, α, b)m(db)q(s, b, c) = /1«j

where
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/ι= \ p(t, a, b)m(db)p(s, b, c)=p(t+s, a, c),

Iz = -\P(t> a, b)m(db)M\ p(s-r, xr, c)er*r dφr

p(S-r, Xr, C)<Γ*r dφ

fJ \ p(t—u, xu, b)e~Ψudφu m(db)p(s, b, c)

= —Ma\ \ p(t+s—u, xu, G)e~ψ^dφu

= \Ma\ \ p(t—u, Xu, b}e-ψ^dφu \m(db}Mώ \ p(s—r, xr, c)er^dφr

=Ma\ Γ erψu dφuMXt_J[* p(s-r, xr,

-e-*t)M p(s-r, xr,

using Lemma 2. 1. Finiteness of each term is seen from ii) and (1. 3). Therefore,
we have

4

Σ It=q(t+s, a, c\
1 = 1

vi) is proved before iv) and v). Put

}e-^-h}i for

Then fh(d) is continuous by the strong Feller property of X, and

HO (h | 0),

uniformly in a by Assumption 1. 2. Hence Mα[ /(#«)] is continuous, and vi) is
obtained.

iv) q(t, a, b) is bounded in a by ii), and from iii)

q(t, a, b) = Ma[q(t- 10, xto, b)] for 0<U<t,

which is continuous in a by vi).

v) Noting that q(t+s, a, b)=Ma[q(t, xs, b)e-ψs], right continuity of paths and iv)
prove v), completing the proof of Theorem 2. 2.
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Put

(2. 4) £„(*, &)= Γ έr^tf, a, V) dt
Jo

then

H ϋa(a,b)f(b)m(db\

for

LEMMA 2. 3.

(2. 5) 0α(0, 6)=g«(α, ft+Mα ga(x,,

\ e-atdtMa\\ p(t-s, xs,b)e-ψs

=Ma\( e-**dφ\ p(t-s, xs, b)e-at dil

=Ma\\ €-*'-** dφ*\ p(r, xs, b}e~ardr\

=Ma\ \ Qa(xs, b)e-as-φsdφs I

which proves (2. 5).

LEMMA 2. 4. For each α>0 and feB(E)y we have

(2. 6) Λfα ^-αs/te) φ s = flf.(α, b)f(b)n(db),

and for each α^O β^d f$B(E),

(2. 7) JfαΓ Γ er"'-* f(x,) dφλ = ( φa(a, b)f(b)n(db).

Proof is given in [3] (Theorem 4. 1 and 4. 2). (2. 6) is derived from (1. 2), and
(2. 7) is proved making use of (2. 5) and (2. 6)

§3. Time reversion of killed process.

DEFINITION 3. 1. Put Ω° = {ω', ζ(ω)<oo, and Xζ-0(ω) exists} and for

(3. 1) 2ί(ω)=άς(β,)_ί_o(ω),
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is called the reversed process of X.

93

In order to prove the temporally homogeneous Markov property of zt, we
prepare some lemmas.

LEMMA 3. 2. // a sequence of finite measures μ/c(dt) on [0, T] (T<oo) converges
to a continuous finite measure μ(df) in weak*, then

[0,2"]
f(f)μ(dt) (£-»oo),

for each bounded f with at most first kind of discontinuity.

Proof. For ε>0, define a sequence {t%} as

(inf 0=Γ),

if tt<T, and there exists such N that for=Γ. Putthen

then \f(f)—ft(t)\<s. Therefore

(3.2)

where K=s\xpkμk([Q, T])<oo.

(3.3)

\ \ f(t)
o

N— 1

= Σ

(3.4) ί /«
J[0,Γ] [0,Γ]

f(t)μk(dt) <εK.

Consequently, combining (3. 2), (3. 3) and (3. 4), we have

Jo Jco.Π

for sufficiently large k, completing the^proof.

LEMMA 3. 3. For ^^0,/0,Λ, »•,/*€#(£), and 0=ί0<ίι<—<fc,

(3. 5) Λ
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Proof. It suffices to prove (3. 5) for /0, /i, ' ~ , f k € C ( E ) . Since the discontinuity
points of Xt(ω) are at most countable, we have

a Π /

- lim

^Mα^Π/Λ^.); 4<ζ<ooΊ.

Here we made use of conservativity of X

The next theorem is a generalization of Lemma 2. 4,

THEOREM 3. 4. For £^l,/0,/ι, ••-,/*€#(£), α^ 0=/0<ίι< <fe,

(3. 6) =0- ..Λ n(da0)fQ(a()')q(t1) di, ao)m(daι)fι(aι)q(t2—tι, a2, aι)m(daz
ί; Jί;

Proof. It is sufficient to prove (3. 6) for /0,/ι, -,/Λ€C0
+(£), and α>0. The case

α=0 is obtained by approximation of a. Put

and

for some α0>0. Then

(3. 7) Pαί Γ e-a°svN(xs) rfs-*Γ ^-α«s φs, A/->oo, for all *j=l,

(cf. [2] and [4]). For /3>0, on account of Lemma 3. 2, we have

Γ erf** dticMalΓ Π fsfa-tje-*'-*' dφλ
Jίfc-i LJίA;^0 J
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= lim limΓ erV* dtίcMa\( Π fj(xt-t^at~Ψt vN(xt} dt\
Γ-ϊoo^ooJ^^ LJίfcJ = 0 ^ J

= lim limf £-/"*-«** dtjcMa\( '* ΓI fj(xtH+t-t1)e-«t-*t+* vN(xtk±ύ di\
TWoo N-+CO J t k_l |_J0 ^ = 0 7 J

- lim limΓ '*""' e-βί

Γ->oo2V-»ooJ0

This is, if (3. 6) is valid for k-l,

r oo p p

= \ e~^** dtκe-at*\ ~\n(da0)fo(a0)q
•Jth— 1 J J

The right member of (3. 6) is right continuous in 4 by Assumption 1. 1 and
the left member of (3. 6) is also right continuous in tk by the following calculation.
Consequently, we have (3. 6) by stripping off the Laplace transform. If &— 1, (2. 7)
and similar argument lead to (3. 6). Let & | 0.

JΓ *nV>(tfl-ip/*(#t-i^
LJί j fc+Λ.7 = ° J LJί j fc 7 = ° J

because xt-tk-h(ω)->xt-tk(ω) (h [ 0) except countable values of t, completing the proof.

Let v be a σ -finite measure on E, and put

(3.8) η(a)Λ v(db)fo(b, a),

(3.9) E,= {a; azE, 0<j?(tf)<oo} and EQ=

LEMMA 3. 5. // v satisfies Pv[zt£K]<+oo for every compact Kc.E^ then

(3. 10) Pv[ztζE0]=0 (^0).

Proof. Choose a sequence of compact sets K3 1 E. By Theorem 3. 4,

5)
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(3. 11) Pv[zteEo^Kj] = n(dά)q(t, b,

The right side of the above is zero or infinity, but the left side is finite by the
assumption. Therefore Pv[ztGEo^Kj]=Q. Letting y~>oo, we have (3. 10).

THEOREM 3. 6. Let v be an initial measure of X satisfying Pv[zt€K]<J
Γoo for

every compact KdE. Then the reversed process (zt, Pv) of (xt, Pv) has temporally
homogeneous Markov property and

(3. 12)

The initial measure of the reversed process is

(3. 13) Pv[z*£dά\=η(a)n(da).

Here η(ά) is defined by (3. 8).

Proof. For /0,/i, •••,/*€£(£) and 0=f0< •••<&, we have

~~ fk(ak)m(dak)

=MV\ Π fj(zt^χEη(ztk_λ)\q(tk-tk-ly ak, ztlc_^-^L-fk(ak}m(dak)\ 4-ι<ζ ,
LJ—° J 7]\Ztjc_ L) _\

by Lemma 3. 3, Theorem 3. 4 and Lemma 3. 5. This proves the temporally homo-
geneous Markov property of (zt, Pv) together with (3. 12). (3. 13) follows directly
from (2. 7) and Lemma 3. 3.

REMARK 3. 7. Suppose that m is a sub-invariant measure for X. Then, as
shown in [3],

(3.14) ( n(db)ύo(b,ά)=l for (w+»)-a.e. asE
JE

holds under some additional conditions. Thus, in this case, the reversed process
(ztj Pn) of (xt, Pn) has transition density q(t, b, ά)m(db) and the initial measure
n(db). This gives a probabiMstic interpretation of adjoint processes.
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REMARK 3. 8. Under the assumption of § 6 of [3], we are able to prove a
theorem of reversed processes analogous to Theorem 3. 6. In this case, Theorem
is stated as: Under the notations of § 6 of [3], the reversed process (zt, Pv) of
(xt, Pv) is a version of (&t, JP Jn), where %η—(oΰt Pa) is the super-harmonic transform
of ί=(A t,Aθby η.
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